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Measurement of a set of """Co beam parameters by means of a mini-phantom
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Abstract This work presents the application of a recent developed methodology for
measurement and differentiation of head scattered and phantom scattered contribution to
absorbed dose measured on "ROKUS"-M therapy unit. By means of a suitably constructed
mini-phantom specific for each therapy unit parameters were measured, including: Total
Scatter Factor, Collimator Scatter Factor and Volume Scatter Ratio. From the results obtained
Phantom Scatter Factor was calculated.
Output Ratios were obtained in both mini-phantom (Collimator Scatter Factor) and in a water
phantom (Total Scatter Factor}. The results illustrate the variation of the collimator and
phantom scattered components with changing of collimator setting. Volume Scatter Ratio
expresses the additional scatter when measurements are performed in a large water phantom
compared to the scatter in a mini-phantom. Its contribution to the dose is evaluated.
A conclusion about the contribution of head scattered and phantom scattered photons to the
dose was made. The advatages of the mini-phantom application for measurement of
Collimator Scatter Factor were considered in details.

Introduction One basic physical principle, which has been used for many years in photon
dose calculations, involves partitioning the dose delivered to each volume element into two
components- primary and scatter. The photons enter trough the surface of the patient or
phantom are referred to as incident or primary radiation that consists of photons coming
directly from the source together with photons and electrons produced as a result of
interactions within the structures comprising the treatment head. The first time such photons
interact within the medium, they contribute to effective primary dose. Scattered component is
that part of the dose which is deposited by photons which have previously interacted at least
once in the medium.

The separation of Total Scatter Factor (SPiC) in Phantom Scatter Factor (Sp) and Collimator
Scatter Factor (Sc) has been proposed by several authors [4,5,6,8,9,10] and is commonly used
in the absorbed dose calculation algorithms.
Total Scatter Factor Spc can be expressed as Output ratio Op,, measured in full scatter
conditions. It is defined as a ratio of the absorbed dose at the reference depth for field size c,
to the dose at the same depth for the reference field size CR, where both c and cfl are
determined at a reference dis tance^. This factor is a complex quantity since it accounts for
both collimator scatter variation and phantom scatter variation between the field size of
interest and reference field size. Similarly defined Output Ratio O(c) but measured in a mini-
phantom is referred to Collimator Scatter Factor. S,. reflects the variation of collimator scatter
with field size. It has been shown [5] that both Sc and Sp are almost independent of source-to-
surface distance (SSD). Sc is independent of depth, provided that this depth is beyond the
range of contaminant electrons and is only a function of the collimator setting. On the other
hand, Sp depends on field size at the phantom surface. Thus the above scatter factors and their
variation with field size could be considered as a useful characteristic of each therapy unit.
Direct measurement of Sc is usually done in air with an ionization chamber covered with a
build-up cap with wall thickness equal to the depth of maximum dose in water ( d ^ ) . These
cylindrical caps were positioned with their long axis perpendicular to the central axis of the
beam. Measurements performed by means of a detector system constructed in this manner are
influenced by the contamination electrons generated in the head of the treatment machine,
because the portion of contamination electrons in the beam at d ^ strongly depends on field
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size and source to surface distance [1,6]. Another problem is that at high x-ray energies a large
diameter build-up caps must be applied, which limits how small a field can be measured. To
avoid that build-up caps of higher-atomic number materials have been constructed. However,
they cause much grater scatter of electrons. It has been shown [6] that to obtain Sc for
dosimetry in water cylindrical build-up caps should be constructed from material with an
atomic number close to that of water.
The best alternative for determination of Sc is found to be the application of low-density
build-up caps with different shape and orientation to the beam central axis. They are generally
called columnar mini-phantoms [5]. Such a mini-phantom may have a square shape of cross
section perpendicular to its axis, or consists of a beam-coaxial narrow cylindrical polystyrene
or PMMA phantom (rod phantom) [3]. The diameter of the rod should be sufficient to provide
lateral electron equilibrium but should be as small as possible to avoid side scatter. It is
recommend to use a diameter of at least 4cm, which is suitable for most photon beams in
clinical practice. The ion chamber is placed at 10cm depth as recommended in [3], in order to
avoid completely the influence of contamination electrons. The mini-phantom is oriented with
log axis parallel to the beam central axis.
The Phantom Scatter Factor can be calculated using the relation:

SP:C(c)=Sc(c)xSp(c) (1)
Sp takes into account the changes in scatter radiation originating in the water phantom at a
reference depth as the field size is changing.
Investigation of the field size dependence of Total Scatter Factor (Spc), Phantom Scatter
Factor (Sp) and Collimator Scatter Factor (Sc), measured on "ROKUS"-M ""Co therapy unit
by suitably constructed columnar mini-phantom is presented in this work. Measurement of
Volume Scatter Factor, defined as the ratio of the absorbed dose at depth d for a field size c at
that depth in full-scatter conditions, to the dose in a mini-phantom at the same depth, same
collimator setting and same source to detector distance (SDD), and its variation with field size
are performed.
The method employed in this report is based on measurement of Sp c and Sc and calculation of
Sp using the relation Sp(c)= SpCfc)/Sc(c).

Materials and Methods Measurements in full scatter condition: Measurements in full scatter
conditions were carried out in a large water phantom, (Fig.l,b). The ionization chamber, with
active volume of 50mm2, was positioned at depth of 11.9 gem"2 at the central axis of the beam
and at reference distance from the source of 85cm. The collimator setting was changed from
3x3 to 20x20 and the respective dosimeter readings were obtained. The ratios of the values
determined at given field size and the reference field size yields Total Scatter Factor.
Measurements in a mini-phantom: According to the advantages of the mini-phantom
application for in-air measurements, just considered in the Introduction, a suitably designed
cylindrical PMMA mini-phantom for determination of Collimator Scatter Factor was
introduced. The phantom diameter of 3cm was considered to be appropriate for measurements
performed at beam quality of ^Co, ensuring lateral electronic equilibrium. In order to avoid
electron contamination at the point of measurement the ionization chamber was positioned at
depth of 11.9gcm'2. SDD of 85cm was kept. The values of Sc were obtained for a range of
collimator settings starting from 3x3 to 20x20 (Fig.l,a). The smallest collimator opening was
chosen to be 3x3, corresponding to the same field size in centimeters at the surface of the
mini-phantom. Thus the requirement for the field size to cover totally mini-phantom was
satisfied.
Using equation (1) Phantom Scatter Facttjr was calculated for different collimator openings.
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The geometry of Sc and Scp measurements is presented on Fig.l.
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FigJ Measurement ofCollimator Scatter Factor, Sc (a) and Total Scatter Factor, SCip (b)
The ionization chamber is positioned at reference depth oflJ.9gcm~2 on source to detector distance of 85cm.
The measurements were performed in a mini-phantom (a) and in a water phantom (b) for different c and then
ware normalized at reference collimator setting 10x10.

Results and Discussion The variation of the Scp, Sc and Sp with field size is illustrated on the
figures 2,3 and 4 respectively.
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Figure 2. Dependence of the Total Scatter Factor on
Collimator setting, measured on 6®Co therapy unit.

Figure 3. Dependence of the Cottimator Scatter Factor
on Collimator setting, measured on 6®Co therapy unit.
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Figure 4, Dependence of the Phantom Scatter Factor on
Collimator setting, measured on ^"Co therapy unit.
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Figure 5. Dependence of the Volume Scatter Ratio on
Collimator setting, measured on ^Co therapy unit.

Comparing Fig.3 and Fig.4 it can be seen that the scatter radiation produced in the water
phantom vary stronger with field size than that caused by scattering of the beam in the
treatment head of the therapy unit, except the case of very small fields.
Volume Scatter Ratio (V) as a function of collimator opening is presented on Fig.5. This ratio
represents the fraction of additional scatter when measurements are performed in a large water
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phantom rather than in a mini-phantom. The relation between V and Sc and S^, provided that
the source to detector distance is equal to reference distance, can be derived as:

where dR and cR are the reference depth and the reference collimator setting, respectively.
Total Scatter Factor, which is expressed as Output Ratio measured in full scatter conditions,
Collimator Scatter Factor that can be considered to be equal to the Output Ratio measured in a
mini-phantom and Phantom Scatter Factor, obtained for different fields are essential
characteristics for each therapy unit individually.
It is concluded that the most correct determination of Collimator Scatter Factor and Volume
Scatter Ratio can be performed by means of a columnar mini-phantom that was chosen in this
study.
The above parameters (SCJ), Sc, Sp, V) are included in the dosimetry calculation algorithms,
recommended in the recent Codes of Practice. For these reason the accurate determination of
Scp, Sc , Sp and V is of great importance for the practice.
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